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THE WEB BROWSER
The web browser is the security sinkhole of today’s enterprise infrastructure. More malware enters via the
browser than any other place across the typical network. Phishing, drive-by attacks, ransomware, SQL injections,
man-in-the-middle and other exploits all take advantage of the browser’s creaky user interface, huge attack
surface and the gullibility of most end users.
Numerous studies, including Verizon’s Data Breach Investigation Report, show that in addition to executable
code, a huge percentage of breaches occurs due to user activity (see chart), where half are caused by insiders or
just plain errors, not because of any particular infection. These errors include unintended data leakage because
of poor password choices, or bad online habits (such
as connecting to rogue public hotspots), and other
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This doesn’t surprise many savvy security managers
who have had to deal with these incidents over time.
Aiding and abetting this situation is the fact that the
web browser has become the defacto universal user
applications interface, even for other things besides
web servers. It is the mechanism of choice for modern
software and services. Look at the growth of
web-based email services: a decade ago they were a
novelty. Now they are the norm. Even printers and DSL
modems now come with web control panels.

But because of this ubiquity, it puts a burden on browsers to handle security more carefully. However, many of the
early browsers weren’t up for the task. These early tools didn’t have to support the vast array of content types
that they serve up today. And they also didn’t have to contend with the numerous exploits that are now at large
and in the wild.
Still, some IT managers have tried to fight off browser-based infections with a variety of security
counter-measures. Fortunately for them, modern browsers have gotten noticeably more secure and better at
warning end users as they are about to inflict harm to their computers. But in the hacking arms race, often this
isn’t enough. No matter which web browser you use,
even if you turn up your security settings to the
highest possible choices you won’t be adequately
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As a recent test of browsers defending against
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socially engineered malware from NSS Labs showed,
(see chart) no browser is perfect.
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Microsoft’s Internet Explorer was able to block 99.9% of
malware samples used, but the other browsers scored
much lower in being able to block malware – in some
cases, less than a third of the samples were blocked.
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That is a pretty sad state of affairs. One cause is how
browsers and web servers are designed: the browser
dutifully downloads and executes its HTML code from a
wide variety of servers, without any regard for what this
content could be.
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But even turning up the security settings isn’t really a solution. If you do this, your users will be enormously frustrated.
This is because turning up these security settings will prevent your users from conducting business on numerous
websites: either blocking pop-ups that are needed to navigate a poorly-designed site, stopping forms from collecting
important information, or making your browsing session miserable in some other fashion. This makes it hard for
enterprises to secure access to their users’ personal websites.

THE ISSUES WITH WEB BROWSER SOFTWARE
This gets us to our first issue: A browser needs more sophisticated and granular security controls that work with
a variety of network and cloud-based services and websites. At first glance the number of security settings is a
mind-numbing long list of options, but it is difficult to impossible for even the most highly organized IT manager to
manage them without a lot of additional software.
As we mentioned earlier, the spread of web-based application interfaces means that employers also need to be
able to regulate access to various SaaS-based apps, especially more sensitive ones that involve personnel,
customer information, and company confidential data. Having secure sign-ons and more secure methods of
conducting web-based transactions is also needed.
Third, the browser is not a monolithic piece of software. It relies on a constellation of plug-ins, add-ons, and
helper objects to render complex web pages correctly and stream content, play animations, and perform other
advanced features. Keeping this collection of add-ons working securely is no easy task, because each add-on
increases the attack surface and vulnerabilities available to attackers.
Finally, the web browser is deeply integrated into most desktop operating systems. There is a reason why
Internet Explorer and Windows Explorer look and feel the same: it is because browsing a website and your own
local hard drive uses the same code base. Separating the web from the rest of your network resources isn’t easy.
Good cases in point are the numerous ransomware attacks that leverage the native browser interfaces to encrypt
local and network-attached files.

ENTER THE VIRTUAL BROWSER
The challenge is to balance the security needs of the organization between the personal needs and
accessibility demanded by each user. A browser can be so secure that it isn’t useful, and block so much content
that it will quickly be abandoned by users in search of some other way to connect to their websites of interest. This
balance of security and usability means that more granular control over the security options is needed so that
enterprises can deliver the most appropriate level of browser security and functionality to their end users.
This situation is why a new class of virtual or security-aware browsers has been invented. The idea is to create a
virtual browser that offers some kind of sandboxing protection to keep malware and infections from spreading
across the endpoint computer. This means any web content can’t easily reach the actual endpoint device that is
being used to surf the web, so even if it is infected it can be more readily contained. While client-side sandboxing
has been around for more than a decade, the real innovation here has been the ability to minimize impact on local
resources by taking advantage of the cloud to make the whole process as seamless as possible.

WHAT FEATURES A VIRTUAL BROWSER SHOULD OFFER
The ideal virtual browser should offer the following features:
Isolate and prevent all user data from persisting on a borrowed or public PC after a browsing session
is concluded. Like the mobile management tools, it should clean up after use to protect data
leakage. Ideally, a virtual browser should be able to keep all browsing information protected on a
separate and secure network.
Enforce corporate acceptable use policies to allow/block specific content categories and website
URLs. Enforcing security policies across a collection of browsers isn’t an easy matter: most standard
browsers have individual policy settings that can be circumvented by a knowledgeable user. The
best virtual browsers approach this by having a centrally managed collection of policies that can be
applied like firewall rule sets across the entire user population.
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Prevent file downloads/uploads and cut/paste operations so that files and other data can’t transit a
browser session into the other parts of an endpoint. This could be part of the security policy settings
above. For example, you could set your policy so that file uploads are disabled and file downloads
are enabled. This is to prevent accidental file exfiltration, but does allow users to download reports
and other items they may need to get work done on their desktops. You could set a companion
policy for cut/paste to the clipboard to correspond to these settings. These policies are similar to
what has already been done with mobile management products that try to isolate browsing sessions
from the rest of the smartphone operating system and app collection.
Log sessions to aid in remediation or reconstruction in case of any attacks or data destruction.
Again, this is similar to numerous other security products that track network activity. And ideally
these logs should be encrypted with a customer-supplied key to secure this information even
further.
Offer single sign-on features to allow users to share credentials for a collection of SaaS-based
services. This makes it easier for a user to open their browser and be ready to work by having their
logins to various sites pre-loaded.
Better authentication should be available for these credentials too. The best virtual browsers should
have the ability to add multi-factor authentication (MFA) for better security to access the overall
browsing session and for logins to specific apps.
Support plug-ins and other browser extensions to make common content accessible and have
functional parity with standard Chrome/Firefox browsers.
Provide anonymous surfing: the virtual browser can be configured to provide an IP address that is
outside your corporate domain, along with adjusting other browser user agent characteristics.

HOW SILO WORKS
Authentic8’s Silo is one of the virtual, cloud-based browser products available. It is a separate executable
for Windows, Mac iOS and Ubuntu that installs its own application. When you run this app, it first connects
across the Internet to a Linux virtual container that sits in various datacenters around the world. This
Linux-based container is currently running Firefox v44 core with some additions to make it more secure.
Silo updates its browser OS as Firefox releases its own updates, of course.

Network Speed
Silo has a couple of advantages: first, your apparent
connection speed is much greater than what you
typically will have, since Silo makes its connection to
destination websites from where its containers are
located at Internet peering points. You can set
geographical connections to the fastest location to
further optimize performance so that the path is
streamlined even further. This takes advantage of the
faster connections from these locations, which
increases the apparent browsing speed on your local
desktop. In our test Silo was about 100 times faster
compared to our standard DSL connection (see
screenshot) the top half shows the speeds from our
local desktop, compared to the bottom much faster
speeds from using Silo).
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Silo runs on a faster machine, on a faster network.
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Endpoint Protection
Second, any content delivered to the Silo-based
virtual container doesn’t enter your own endpoint.
All web-collected content (HTML flash, Javascript,
and so on) stays inside the virtual instance and
outside the reach of the endpoint. Indeed, each
virtual browsing session is destroyed when a user
logs out. Silo’s policy settings can enable or prohibit
uploads, downloads, or both. More than a dozen
different policy settings can be applied across your
entire browsing population (see screenshot).
Admin-defined policy capabilities.

Authentication
Third, to begin browsing with Silo, you need to
authenticate yourself and login to your Silo account.
This is because Silo stores personal information (if
the user or the IT administrator so desires) about the
browsing session such as cookies, bookmarks and
authentication credentials to SaaS-based sites. If
users don’t want any of this data stored, they don’t
have to authenticate themselves. Authentication can
happen either by entering a PIN (see screenshot) or
through integration with some other enterprise
identity management solution. Authenticating to the
browser can be an issue for some end users, and
we’ll get to that under some of the drawbacks.

Dynamic PIN-based authentication.

User Control
An IT administrator sets up various protection
policies to each account, assigning particular roles
and granular rules for each class of user. This
includes having multi factor authentication rules and
a single sign-on portal for frequently used apps. It
also protects all the information transmitted during
that browsing session, since everything is encrypted
from your endpoint to the Authentic8 data center.
And having separate logins means IT can easily and
quickly revoke access for one user without impacting
the logins for others. Users also have access to
information about their logins (see screenshot).

User-available settings.
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Finally, Silo also has a very flexible file storage feature (see screenshot). You have several choices, depending on
what level of security and functionality you require:
You can direct any files to a temporary cache
that gets erased after you logout of your
browsing session. This allows you to
manipulate files without having to touch the
endpoint device itself.
You can share files among a team that remain
in a protected workspace, and manage how
much pooled storage is allocated per user
too. This can help integrate the storage with
each individual’s secure browser.
You can freely download and upload files from
your endpoint, provided the policies allow it.
Integrated, encrypted file storage.

With all of these options, administrators can obtain log data of file and account usage. And files can be stored on
an encrypted file system that is only available to a user from within the Silo browser.

THE DISPOSABLE BROWSER
Taken together, these features create what we could call a
disposable or stateless browser. This means that with Silo
you can start a browsing session, connect to various
websites and other online resources, get your work done,
and then log out, without leaving any evidence or cookies
or other digital traces of where you have been and what you
have done. Set up in this fashion, no code ever reaches
your endpoint device.
How often have you been on the road and needed
additional security to prevent these footprints from being
created on a borrowed or shared PC? That is where this
kind of browser comes in handy. You bring up the software
and don’t have a lot of work to get online, knowing that you
have the maximum protection possible for your surfing.

Changing Silo fingerprint characteristics.

This also provides other benefits for cybersecurity
researchers who wish to use the anonymity of their connection but still be able to analyze browsing content.
Authentic8 has data centers located at numerous sites around the globe, and administrators can set up to use a
specific one as the default endpoint. For example, a user in New York City may launch a new browser instance
from the data center located in Sao Paolo, Brazil. This connection would not only have the externally facing IP
address appropriate to Brazil, but the browser itself would present language and time zone characteristics of
someone typically originating from Brazil. In addition, Silo users can change the language of the browser’s
keyboard while keeping the desktop keyboard language intact. This makes it easier for temporary users to
customize their browsing session without having to change the rest of the desktop environment.
Finally, the session can carry the user agent identifier of Windows and Chrome as a host operating
system/browser combination, or other combinations from the bottom toolbar (see screenshot).

HOW TO COLLABORATE SECURELY
Silo has some nice collaboration features that are built-in. It has the beginnings of a single sign-on portal that your
workgroup can use to bring up a series of web sites and automatically log in to them at the start of each browsing
session. This means you can setup a shared corporate Twitter account for example, or set up other shared
accounts, making them more secure since they can only be accessed from within the Silo session and under IT
control.
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Like most such portals, IT managers can setup and revoke access to all of these applications with just a few mouse
clicks. (see screenshot)
As we mentioned earlier about the secure file storage
features, Silo can also set up a pooled shared storage
volume so members of the workgroup can share files
securely. Included in the software are a number of file
viewers so that end users can see, over an encrypted
session, common documents such as Microsoft Office,
PDFs, text files, MP3s and MP4s without having to leave
the protected browsing environment. Taken together,
these features make sharing work product amongst a
team more productive.
A typical Silo portal page.

DOWNSIDES OF THE VIRTUAL BROWSER:
WHAT DOESN’T WORK
No piece of software is perfect, and even Silo won’t stop every future piece of malware under every circumstance.
If you enable file downloads, a rogue PDF file could slip through your defenses. But still, it has the necessary
controls in place to provide a solid array of protection features.
As we mentioned earlier Silo requires some kind of authentication to enable its protective features. Many users
aren’t accustomed to doing this in order to run a browsing session, or take some time to get used to dealing with
activity timeouts (if this is specified in the policy section) requiring re-authentication to continue their session.
There are ways around this, but it is still a step users might not be accustomed to.
Silo isn’t as faithful as it could be in terms of displaying web content. If you look at the test site html5test.com, you
can see the more than one hundred different activities that it uses to grade each browser. A standard Windows
Firefox v45 scores 459 out of a possible 555 points, so even an ordinary browser with default settings doesn’t
display everything. Silo scores 451 points, just slightly lower. (The Chrome browsers do better at HTML5
compatibility tests than those based on Firefox like Silo.) Also, Silverlight-based sites (such as Netflix) aren’t
supported, because there is no Linux version of this plug-in available.

IN CONCLUSION
All in all, Silo represents a solid alternative for protecting your endpoints and having the most secure browsing
experience that offers a nice balance between IT control for its enterprise security and allowing users the
functionality to access their personal web content. While the notion of logging into a browsing session adds an
extra step, the additional security functions available and speeds gained in web access are worth the tradeoff.
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